Disaster Recovery
Does your organization understand the real cost of losing data? Do you have a plan in place
should disaster hit your organization? Disaster never occurs at a convenient time. Disasters
are defined in many ways – natural disaster, server crash, employee error or data corruption.
Downtime can impact your reputation and you need a plan in place to recovery quickly.
Organizations continue to face growing downtime risks despite considerable investment in
data protection measures. Downtime costs for major applications range from $10,000 $70,000 per minute. TriCore Solutions can offer you the peace of mind and protection to get
near real time recovery.
Why is a disaster recovery plan important?
With an effective Disaster Recovery Plan, companies are able to ensure that their key
functions and essential services continue operating in case of a disaster and at
the earliest time possible. A Disaster Recovery plan is a documented process and set
of procedures to recover and/or protect your IT Infrastructure and Data in the event of
a disaster. It is a set of backup systems that allows you to roll back to before the
disaster occurred and a plan to prevent data loss.
What are the costs of not having a plan?
Your data is the lifeline of your business. For some organizations, business can
grind to a halt until an interruption is fixed or restored. Ultimately the question to ask
is what would happen to your business if you were unable to recover the data that
was lost. What if your employees were unable to access the applications and
information that allows them to perform their jobs? You need to consider:


Loss of data, potential clients, possible revenue



Missed opportunities and business



Lost productivity and idle employee



Unanticipated business expenses

Strategic Partnerships

TriCore Provides:


Complete DR solutions



Backup and Recovery Options



Solid RPO and RTO



Flexibility to meet your needs



Comfort knowing your data is
safe
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Lower Data Risk
Application errors create inaccurate or inconsistent database records, bringing operations to a
halt. Recovering databases can be more difficult than fixing the application itself. Our customers
are able to recover 95% faster.

Intuitive Web Base Management
This feature enables self-service database provisioning, refresh, rollback, federation and
recovery. We can manage it for you, or allow you to manage it with your own resources.

Rollback
Reduce the risk of downtime with rollback to any point in time delivering realistic datasets for
QA and testing. This also enables you to have a near ‘real time’ RPO.

TriCore provides you with
the security to know your
data is safe.

Disaster Recovery
Our DR/Backup Solutions can be used to rapidly launch multiple Virtual Databases (VDBs) at
different points in time and quickly figure out where the corruption occurred. At that point the
virtual copy can be provisioned to a physical server and business operations can continue. The
negligible storage footprint of our VDBs allows for a shorter recovery window than alternative
options with near real time recovery.

RPO and RTO
With our near real time DR/Backup solution your Recovery Point Objective and Recovery Time
Objective are within an hour of real time production.

Backup and Recovery
Along with our DR solutions, TriCore also provides additional backup and recovery options to
meet your needs.

